Installation Manual
Be sure to store this manual in a secure location together with the operation manual as it
describes items that must be understood by the customer.

Installation Procedures
1 Move the chair to the installation location.
• Move the chair by holding the skid.
(Carrying the chair by the upper part is dangerous because the base could come off and
drop.)

• Remove the chair from the skid. Raise the
chair off the floor by holding up the metal
plate under the foot switch. Move the chair
by holding the base.

Bang!
Foot switches

Base

2 Attach the rubber ring to the base.

Determine the installation location. Lift the base off the floor and attach the rubber ring
to the rim of the base.
• It's easier to lift it up one side at a time.

Rubber ring
Base

When it is difficult to carry the chair,
attach the rubber ring or align the position
while holding the base and foot switch,
hold the armrest instead and perform the
work. When doing so, pay attention to
CAUTION deformation of the cape holder, wrinkles
and dirt of the leather, and coming-off of
the base. Even if the armrest is held, the
product may be damaged when excessive
force is applied.
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3 Provide power to the chair.

110/120 V AC (12 A or more), 220/230/240 V AC (7 A or more)
The chair must absolutely be grounded
in order to prevent electric shock.

4 Check that the chair operates normally.

Turn the power on and check that the chair body, backrest and legrest operate normally.
Especially the backrest is at a more upright position than a normal usage angle when
shipped from the factory. Recline the backrest to a certain degree and raise again to return
to a normal position, and then check for normal operation.

5 Install the step.

• Holding the step fixture against the positioning stoppers, attach the step fixture to the
guide, and securely insert the nuts on the underside of the step into the two insertion holes.
• The adjuster is located on the underside of the step. To extend the adjuster, loosen the nut
for the adjuster by using a wrench (No. 17) and turn the adjuster counterclockwise to adjust
the height of the adjuster, and then tighten the nut for the adjuster by using a wrench (No.
17).
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• After installing the step, check that the step fixture is securely held by
the guide, the plating Flange nuts(M6) are inserted in the insertion
holes, and the step is not loose. Be careful that there is no looseness as
this could result in instability when the customer is getting in and out
WARNING of the chair, and in rubbing against the upper surface of the step when
the legrest is raised.
• Be careful when lifting and carrying the step, and of where you place it
because the step is heavy. Dropping the step could result in serious
injury.
CAUTION

When extending the adjuster, be careful that the adjuster does not rub the
floor or catch on the power cord during rotating the chair.
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Adjusting Preset Positions
Although chair settings are previously set when shipped from the factory, you can reset them
to positions that suit your needs.
* The legrest is set to the lowest position (folded up) in order to prevent interfering with
surrounding equipment due to faulty or unintentional operation during installation.

1 Turn on the power switch and move the chair to the desired position.
UP/DOWN foot switch

1

Control Panel

1

2 With the chair in that position, turn off the power switch.
2

3 Press and hold the preset switch where you want

to save the setting (P1 or P2), and turn on the
power switch. Keep pressing the preset switch for
approximately three seconds.
Approx. 3 seconds ▼
Electronic beep is emitted.

OFF

Keep pressing until you
hear an electronic beep.
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Control Panel

4 Setting is completed when the electronic beep is
emitted. Return the chair to its original position
by using the auto-return switch, and use the
preset switch to check the set position.

Be very careful when setting the position of the legrest that the
WARNING customer's leg will not contact equipment or other items near the chair or
other items.
Perform desired position setting of the preset function with a person sitting in
the chair. As this chair is equipped with a shockless device, setting the desired
NOTICE position without someone sitting in the chair will result in slight variation of the
final operating position.
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